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Abstract

We propose PaintTeR, our Paintings TextRank algorithm for
extracting art-related text spans from passages on paintings.
PaintTeR combines a lexicon of painting words curated au-
tomatically through distant supervision with random walks
on a large-scale word co-occurrence graph for ranking pas-
sage spans for artistic characteristics. The spans extracted
with PaintTeR are used in state-of-the-art Question Gener-
ation and Reading Comprehension models for designing an
interactive aid that enables gallery and museum visitors fo-
cus on the artistic elements of paintings. We provide experi-
ments on two datasets of expert-written passages on paintings
to showcase the effectiveness of PaintTeR. Evaluations by
both gallery experts as well as crowdworkers indicate that our
proposed algorithm can be used to select relevant and inter-
esting art-centered questions. To the best of our knowledge,
ours is the first work to effectively fine-tune question gener-
ation models using minimal supervision for a low-resource,
specialized context such as gallery visits.

Introduction
Human-led docent tours represent the most popular way
for gallery and museum visitors to experience the interest-
ing artworks or historical artefacts on exhibition, but they
are often oversubscribed. Many galleries and museums have
started to experiment with chatbots to bridge the gap be-
tween the highly engaging human docents and passive clas-
sical audioguides (Schaffer et al. 2018; Boiano et al. 2018).
For example, the chatbot Arthena1 was piloted at National
Gallery Singapore2 to enable its visitors to learn more be-
fore, during, and after their visits of an exhibition. Emerg-
ing AI applications such as chatbots for GLAMs (Galleries,
Library, Archives and Museums) have the potential to un-
lock the treasure troves of content for the general public
by automatically assimilating the available rich content with
personal interests and interacting naturally and intelligently
with their visitors using AI (Strien et al. 2021).

Most current chatbots for GLAMs are based on Ques-
tion Answering (QA) systems that combine retrieval of rel-
evant answer passages with Reading Comprehension (RC),

Copyright © 2022, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

1https://www.facebook.com/chatbotarthena
2https://www.nationalgallery.sg/

namely, the task of extracting an answer from a given pas-
sage for a question. However, it is unrealistic to carry out
an interactive conversation with GLAM visitors expecting
that they will always have specific questions to ask about
the objects. Experienced gallery docents often use carefully
crafted art-centered questions to guide their visitors in dis-
covering and appreciating an artwork. As such, Automatic
Question Generation (QG), namely the task of generating
natural language questions for a given input text passage, is
a key capability for designing effective GLAM chatbots.

Research in RC and QG has garnered significant focus
in the AI and NLP communities in the last decade (Kim
et al. 2019; Tuan, Shah, and Barzilay 2020; Ram et al. 2021;
Huang et al. 2021). These two tasks are useful in appli-
cations for education and tutoring (Lindberg et al. 2013)
and for designing dialog systems and chatbots (Wang et al.
2020a). Currently, state-of-the-art performance for QG task
is attained by “answer-aware” neural models (Qi et al. 2020)
whereas transformer-based ensembles have outperformed
humans on the RC task on some datasets (Zhang, Yang, and
Zhao 2021).

Answer-aware QG models focus on “how to ask” (con-
structing questions) given “what to ask” (content selection)
in contrast with answer-unaware models that also incorpo-
rate a content selection module (Pan et al. 2019). In this pa-
per, we address content selection for QG models in the spe-
cialized context of supporting viewers of paintings during
their gallery visits. Paintings and historical artefacts exhib-
ited in galleries and museums are often accompanied by text
passages written by experts provided alongside the instal-
lation or in separate brochures. In the gallery setting, these
passages, in addition to descriptions of the content and sub-
ject matter of the artwork, often include details pertaining to
the artist and background context such as when and where it
was created, how it was acquired by the gallery, and so on
and are aimed at providing a deeper understanding of vari-
ous aspects of the artwork to the viewers.

Given an expert-written passage on an artwork, can we
choose content that refers to the visual and artistic aspects
of the same? How can we engage viewers via questions to fo-
cus on artistic elements of a painting? We address these two
questions in context of ArtQuest, our question-based expos-
itory aid to generate art-centered questions that can be used
by a gallery chatbot in engaging with visitors.
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Passage A moth sits beside a wicker basket containing a
profusion of roses, tulips, primulas, and daisies. It is
the work of a female artist, not in itself uncommon in
18th-century Holland, and the subject matter, a floral still life,
was highly popular. The paintings, as here, often had
insects such as caterpillars and butterflies included
to enhance the naturalism of the image. Rachel Ruysch was
the most celebrated Dutch flower painter of her day. . . .
Art-centered Questions
1. What type of still life was Rachel Ruysch inspired by?
2. Where does the moth sit in Ruysch’s painting?
3. Why were insects such as caterpillars and butterflies
included in paintings?
Other Candidate Questions
4. In what century was floral still life popular in Holland?
5. What was Rachel Ruysch’s career?
6. What type of classes were women not allowed to attend?

Table 1: Example questions for the passage on the painting
“Flowers and Insects” by Rachel Ruysch3

The objective of ArtQuest is to enable gallery visitors fo-
cus on the top art-centered aspects amongst the other fac-
tual aspects of a painting. ArtQuest uses PaintTeR, our novel
Paintings TextRank algorithm for extracting text spans per-
taining to the subject matter and interpretation of paintings
and uses them as cues in state-of-the-art Question Gener-
ation (QG) models. For illustration, Table 1 shows sam-
ple questions generated by the ProphetNet QG model (Qi
et al. 2020) for an example passage available in the public-
domain.3 We posit that questions 1-3 are more pertinent to
understanding the visual nature of this artwork in contrast to
questions 4-6, that pertain to facts related to the artist, or the
historical context of this artwork.

Contributions: (1) We present PaintTeR (Paintings
TextRank), a PageRank-style algorithm that incorporates
word associations with painting documents and random
walks on a large-scale, word co-occurrence graph to effec-
tively rank artistic text spans from expert-written painting
passages. We apply distant supervision to automatically cu-
rate a list of a painting-specific words from Wikipedia in
order to enable the art-centered focus required in the gallery
context. (2) We highlight the effectiveness of PaintTeR via
the QG task inside our interactive system, ArtQuest. Hu-
man annotation results from gallery experts and crowdwork-
ers on two datasets illustrate the effectiveness of PaintTeR -
extracted spans in generating art-centered questions. To the
best of our understanding, ours is the first work to apply min-
imal supervision for content selection used for generating
“faceted” questions (in the gallery context).

Methods
Problem Formulation: Given a text document d describing
a painting P , our objective is to extract a ranked list of text
spans (passage segments, sequences of words) from d that
best represent the art-centered aspects of P . We adopt the

3https://www.britannica.com/list/25-famous-paintings-to-see-
the-next-time-youre-in-florence

following steps:

1. Extract a set of candidate spans Sc from d.
2. Score each s ∈ Sc for its art-centeredness.
3. Choose the top-scoring spans Sa ⊆ Sc as the set of pre-

dictions.

The above steps are similar to those adopted in unsuper-
vised keyphrase extraction (KE) methods (Mihalcea and Ta-
rau 2004; Wan and Xiao 2008) except that unlike KE, where
the objective is to choose Sa that summarizes the topical
content of d, in our setting, Sa represents the artistic content
of d.4 To meet this objective, we leverage two resources: (1)
A word co-occurrence graph G = (V,E) built from a large-
scale, representative corpus, and (2) A lexicon L of words
commonly associated with paintings.

Word co-occurrence graphs are known to capture contex-
tual and latent language information and were successfully
applied in various NLP tasks such as keyphrase extraction,
emotion detection, and summarization (Wan and Xiao 2008;
Rozenshtein, Gollapalli, and Ng 2020). Every v ∈ V cor-
responds to a unique word in the corpus vocabulary V and
the lexicon L ⊂ V . An edge between two word vertices is
weighted by its co-occurrence frequency in the underlying
corpus. We characterize the text similarity between a text
span s and the dictionary L using PaintTeR, our Ranking
algorithm for scoring Text spans in Paintings.

The PaintTeR Algorithm
Inspired by earlier works (Duan et al. 2018), we compute
PaintTeR scores for a given text span via random walks in
G. To define such a random walk, we need a transition ma-
trix whose each entry represents the probability of moving
from one word to another. We use a co-occurrence matrix
A|V |×|V | derived from some large corpus, representative of
general world knowledge (e.g., Wikipedia), where A[i, j] is
the number of times words i and j appear in the same con-
text window. The entries ofA are row-normalized to convert
A to a stochastic matrix. The random walk with restarts
model is defined by an imaginary walker who starts walk-
ing from a randomly chosen vertex v ∈ V . At each time
step, the walker moves to another word vertex (neighbors of
v in G according to the transition matrix) with probability
α ∈ [0, 1] or stops with the probability 1 − α. This walk
behaviour is defined by the matrix (Haveliwala 2003; Duan
et al. 2018):

P = (1− α)
∞∑
k=0

αkAk,

where k is the length of the walk.
Our goal is to measure the similarity between the two vec-

tors corresponding to text span s and the words in L. There-
fore, we restrict the walk to restart only inside the vertices
corresponding to the span s instead of all vertices in G. As-
suming a uniform probability for choosing words in s, the

4Thus we also extend the set of candidates Sc from the list of
noun phrases used in KE works to include other common colloca-
tion patterns: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English collocations
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probability that a random walker stops at a word w ∈ V
restarting from the words in s is given by:

PPR(xs, w) = (1− α) xTs
‖xs‖1

∞∑
k=0

αkAkew,

where ew is a one-hot vector with 1 at the position corre-
sponding to the word w and xs refers to the binary bag-of-
words column vector of length |V | corresponding to the text
span. Aggregating over all words in the lexicon, our similar-
ity function can be written as:

PaintTeR(s) = PPR(xs)TxL (1)

where xL is the binary bag-of-words column vector for the
lexicon. To summarize, the PaintTeR(s) score is the aggre-
gate probability that a random walk with restarts in given
text span s ends in the words from the dictionary L. We
note that PPR(xs, w) is the classic Personalized or Topic-
Sensitive extension to the PageRank score of a word w for a
personalization (topic) vector xT

s

‖xs‖1
and these variations of

PageRank were first studied for webpages (Page et al. 1999;
Haveliwala, Kamvar, and Jeh 2003; Haveliwala 2003).

Wikipedia as a Knowledge Resource: We used the tex-
tual content in Wikipedia articles for computing our word
co-occurrence graph as well as for curating our lexicon.
Wikipedia constitues a free online “encyclopedia” con-
structed through collaborative effort of contributors and in-
cludes articles on various topics. The articles are organized
as a graph with category labels (from a taxonomy) assigned
to them. Due to its scale, reliability, and coverage on diverse
topics (Anthony, Smith, and Williamson 2009), several NLP
works use Wikipedia as a knowledge resource for solving
problems such as semantic term relatedness, entity disam-
biguation, and text classification (Witten and Milne 2008;
Gattani et al. 2013; Nguyen, Matsuo, and Ishizuka 2007).

Compiling a Lexicon of Painting Words
One of the crucial resources for computing PaintTeR scores
is the lexicon L containing words discriminative of painting
documents. However, to the best of our knowledge, such an
art expert-compiled lexicon is not available. We address this
deficiency by using “distant supervision” (Mintz et al. 2009)
to compile such a lexicon automatically from Wikipedia.

Distant supervision is often employed to generate noisy
labels in lieu of a large set of manually labeled data (Ji et al.
2017; Xie et al. 2020). For example, crowd-annotated labels
for news documents were used to compute scores at word-
level in DepecheMood (Staiano and Guerini 2014). Follow-
ing this paradigm, we use document-level labels available
in a reliable corpus such as Wikipedia to compile painting
association scores for words and automatically curate a lex-
icon using the following steps:

We obtain DP , the subset of Wikipedia articles with the
category label “Category:Painting”. The list of words seen in
d ∈ DP forms our candidate list of words Lc. Our lexicon
for painting documents L ⊂ Lc, must contain words that
are discriminative of paintings. That is, for a word to be part
of L, its probability of appearing in articles assigned to the

paintings category should be greater than its probability of
appearing uniformly across all categories. Based on this no-
tion, we compute: Pu(w) = DF (w)

N and Pp(w) = DFP (w)
NP

where DF (w) refers to the document frequency of word w
in Wikipedia,DFP (w) its document frequency in the subset
DP and N , Np the total number of documents in Wikipedia
and the subset DP , respectively. Our lexicon comprises of
all words ∀w ∈ L, Pp(w) > Pu(w).

The ArtQuest Interface
Background: An experimental chatbot called Arthena for
answering questions on artworks was recently deployed
through the Facebook messenger for the National Gallery
Singapore’s ”Georgette Chen: At Home in the World” ex-
hibition from 27 November 2020 to 26 September 2021.5
Arthena employed “evoking” questions manually crafted by
Gallery experts for this exhibition. A user study conducted
by the Gallery for Arthena revealed several interesting find-
ings: (1) Through handcrafted evoking questions, viewers’
curiosity of a painting’s artistic aspects was piqued and they
started to observe the visual elements of the paintings more;
(2) The visitors, in general, did not carefully peruse the pas-
sages accompanying an artwork, but when interested in a
painting, they seek to understand more of the contextual in-
formation (regarding the artist, intent and feelings) by read-
ing the passage; and (3) Most visitors did not know how to
initiate questions on an artwork (“what to ask”).

We designed ArtQuest, an experimental prototype, moti-
vated by the above findings. ArtQuest is a simple, quiz-style
interface combining Question Generation (QG) and Reading
Comprehension (RC) modules to interact with viewers of
paintings. Gallery visitors engage with ArtQuest by asking
questions that are answered by the machine (using the RC
module) while also attempting to answer machine-generated
questions on a specific painting (using the QG module). This
interaction is scored over a session to provide a fun, play-
based experience for the viewer.

Through an appropriate choice of art-centered questions
derived from the accompanying text passages, ArtQuest not
only encourages the visitors to discover relevant contextual
details provided in the texts, but also indirectly guides the
visitors to observe the painting more by focusing on its key
visual aspects and artistic elements as mentioned in the texts.
We include more details on the ArtQuest interface with ex-
ample snapshots and the list of models considered for QG
and RC in the Appendix.6 A demo of ArtQuest is accessible
at http://artquestapp.herokuapp.com/app.

Experiments
Datasets: Due to novelty of our context, benchmark datasets
are not available for evaluating our proposed algorithms.
Therefore, we compiled the following two datasets: (1)
GCG: a proprietary collection of articles describing paint-
ings by Georgette Chen, a pioneer Singapore artist, provided

5https://www.nationalgallery.sg/see-do/programme-
detail/422534596/chatbot-arthena-delve-deeper-into-georgette-
chen’s-world
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by National Gallery Singapore, and (2) RAB: a set of ar-
ticles describing famous paintings by Renaissance Artists
included in Britannica and publicly available.3 Our two
datasets are summarized in Table 2. Across the two datasets,
the shortest passage has about 3 sentences whereas the
largest number of questions generated for one of the pas-
sages was 39. The last column (#TotalQs) refers to questions
generated using all extracted candidate spans before ranking
with PaintTeR.

Question Annotation
For evaluating the quality of machine-generated questions,
we obtained manual annotations for subsets of about ten arti-
cles for each of the datasets. About 153 questions were man-
ually examined by two experts from the National Gallery
Singapore for the GCG dataset whereas crowdworkers were
employed on the Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) plat-
form. for obtaining annotations for a subset of 310 questions
for the RAB dataset.

In line with recent QG works (Gao et al. 2019; Pan et al.
2020; Wang et al. 2020a), all questions were scored along
four dimensions: (1) Fluency: Is the question grammati-
cally correct, natural sounding, and semantically valid for
the given passage context, (2) Answerability: Is the answer
to the generated question present in the passage, (3) Cor-
rectness: is the answer extracted by our RC module correct
and complete, and (4) Relevance: is the question centered on
the subject, content, or artistic aspects of the painting. Flu-
ency, Answerability, and Correctness provide evaluation for
the QG and RC modules employed in ArtQuest, while Rel-
evance is a measure of how well PaintTeR does in choosing
artistic text spans for subsequently producing art-centered
questions. A rating scale with three values: “Yes” (1), “No”
(0), “Acceptable/Partially Correct” (0.5) was employed.

For the GCG dataset, the two experts annotated five dif-
ferent articles each and one common article (18 questions)
that was used to compute the interannotator agreement. The
Cohen’s Kappa value was 0.553 on this dataset indicating
moderate agreement (Landis and Koch 1977).

For the RAB dataset, the crowdworkers on AMT were re-
quired to have greater than 95% HIT approval rate, a min-
imum of 10,000 HITs, and be located in the United States.
We offered a remuneration of $0.40 for each question per
worker and each question was annotated by three crowd-
workers. These settings are in line with previous QA/QG
data collection efforts to ensure the quality and ethical con-
siderations while obtaining crowd-annotated data. A total of
31 workers helped in creating this dataset, with about 41%
of the workers labeling less than 5 questions each. More de-
tails on the AMT task are provided in the Appendix.6

Baselines
We compared PaintTeR scores with two straightforward un-
supervised baselines used by closely-related works on mea-
suring relevance of short text segments with a given concept.
Let Ws refer to the words in a given text span s.

6The appendix, resources, and code are made available for aca-
demic purposes at https://github.com/NUS-IDS/painter.

Dataset #Articles #Sents #Qs #TotalQs
GCG 21 3-10 6-21 294
RAB 25 7-15 19-39 772

Table 2: Dataset Summary: #Sents and #Qs refer to the num-
ber of sentences and questions, respectively.

• (WN-BL) We use WordNet (Miller 1995), a database
of words linked as a graph via semantic relations and
a popular resource in NLP, for computing the score
for span s. In WordNet, the synonyms for a word
(for a given part-of-speech and sense) are grouped to-
gether to form synsets. We used the set of painting-
related synsets: Psyn= {‘painting.n.01’, ‘painting.n.02’,
‘art.n.01’, ‘art.n.02’} to define WN-score(s)= 1

min(D)+1 ,
where D is the set of shortest path distances between the
set Psyn and syns(w), ∀w ∈ Ws. Here syns(w) refers
to all synsets of word w (Budanitsky and Hirst 2006).

• (LO-BL) The paintings lexicon L (from the Methods
section) can be directly used to compute a score for
s (Staiano and Guerini 2014). Let O refer to the set of
overlapping words in the sets: Ws and L. The lexicon-

based score, LO-score(s)=

∑
w∈O

Pp(w)

|O| where Pp(w) refers
to the association probability of the word with painting
documents.

For both the baselines, the score assigned to a given span is
zero if no words in the span are found in WordNet (WN-BL)
or there is no overlap between the span and the lexicon (LO-
BL). Note that PaintTeR is able to handle zero overlap due
to the other linked words in the co-occurrence graph.

Implementation Details
Our Wikipedia collection has approximately 5.2M docu-
ments.7 We applied standard text normalization by convert-
ing all text to lowercase and removing stopwords as well
as terms that do not meet term and document frequency
thresholds of 100 and 5, respectively, while collecting the
vocabulary. Moreover, we only keep edges between words
that occur within a context window of 5 appearing over 200
times. The final co-occurrence matrix contains 39K words
and 1.7M non-zero entries. We used the SparseLib++ li-
brary8 to efficiently compute PaintTeR scores on this word
co-occurrence graph via matrix operations (Haveliwala et al.
2003). The QG and RC models used in ArtQuest are from
ProphetNet and AllenNLP, respectively.9 We chose them
based on their state-of-the-art performance on SQuAD (Ra-
jpurkar et al. 2016), the widely-used dataset for QG and RC
research. The text processing pipeline and baselines were
implemented in Python v3.7.5 while the NLP taggers are
from Stanza.10

7Collected in Feb 2020
8https://math.nist.gov/sparselib++/
9https://github.com/microsoft/ProphetNet/tree/master/

ProphetNet En and https://demo.allennlp.org/
10https://stanfordnlp.github.io/stanza/
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word word (w) Pp(w) Pu(w)
predella painting 0.564 0.011
foreshortening paintings 0.269 0.008
triptychs background 0.136 0.013
brushstroke painter 0.133 0.006
brushwork canvas 0.121 0.003
illusionistic portrait 0.116 0.006
brushstrokes composition 0.111 0.009
grisaille landscape 0.084 0.007
impasto panel 0.078 0.007
putto foreground 0.065 0.001

Table 3: The top-10 words in our lexicon based on their
Pointwise Mutual Information scores (left column) and as-
sociation scores with painting documents (second column)

Results and Observations
Lexicon Extraction From our Wikipedia collection, the
number of documents assigned the “Category:Painting” la-
bel was 5.2K. We applied the standard text processing
pipeline which includes filters based on stopwords, term and
document frequency thresholds (2 and 3, respectively). In
addition, only words with parts-of-speech from nouns, ad-
jectives, and adverbs are retained in this step. After filter-
ing based on association probabilities (Methods section),
we obtained a list of about 6K words for our lexicon.

The distant supervision provided by document-level la-
bels are harnessed effectively by our algorithm to yield a
discriminative list of words closely associated with painting
documents. For illustration, the top-10 words based on their
Pointwise Mutual Information values (Church and Hanks
1990) are shown in the left column in Table 3 along with the
list of top-10 words with the highest Pp(w) values that are at
least ten times greater than uniform probability across cate-
gories (Pu(w)). The top-scoring words based on PMI values
describe various painting styles, poses, and genres whereas
the words in the second column are indeed highly represen-
tative of painting passages. We evaluate our lexicon quality
indirectly through performance of PaintTeR and ArtQuest.
Text Span Extraction For the RAB dataset, we manually
examined all candidate text spans for their art-centeredness.
That is, in the context of a given passage, a candidate text
span is marked as ‘positive’ if it is descriptive of the sub-
ject, content, or artistic aspects of the painting and ‘negative’
otherwise. The performance of PaintTeR as well as the two
baseline scorers is illustrated in Table 4 using Precision@K
(where k = 1, 3, 5) for the RAB dataset.

As can be seen in Table 4, PaintTeR is able to combine
the word co-occurrence graph effectively with the lexicon to
choose more number of ‘positive’ text spans at top of the
ranked list resulting in significantly better precision scores
compared to the baselines. For anecdotal illustration, the
top-5 spans extracted with the three scoring algorithms are
shown for the passage from Table 1 in Table 5. Compared
to the baselines that rank candidates such as “focused on
paintings” and “same time” among the top spans, PaintTeR -
selected spans are more reflective of the artistic content.

Question Generation A summary of annotator evalua-
tion for the questions generated by the ProphetNet model

Precision LO-BL WN-BL PaintTeR
k=1 0.360 0.440 0.760
k=3 0.467 0.613 0.773
k=5 0.472 0.624 0.800

Table 4: Span-extraction Performance on the RAB dataset.

PaintTeR WN-BL LO-BL
Baroque floral focused on paintings life paintings
wicker basket life paintings female artist
paint portraits historical scenes same time
floral still life viewed as activities focused on

paintings
emptiness of life botanical illustrations subject matter

Table 5: Top spans extracted for the passage from Table 1

using candidate spans as “answer cues” is shown in Table 6.
Since we use a rating scale of three from the set ”{No/0.0,
Acceptable/0.5, Yes/1.0}”, a higher score indicates a bet-
ter performance. The table shows micro-averaged annota-
tion scores over the top-5 questions from different articles
ranked by the three scoring algorithms.

For both the datasets, the scores of questions generated
using PaintTeR -spans are significantly better than the base-
lines on all measures highlighting the impact of choosing
appropriate spans on the end-to-end performance of our
pipeline. In particular, the “Relevance” score improvements
range between 11-32% highlighting the effectiveness of both
our random-walk based scoring function as well as the lexi-
con. Note that on the RAB dataset though the baseline “LO-
BL” generates fewer art-centered questions (lower “Rele-
vance” score), the generated questions in fact score better on
the other dimensions. The high “Fluency” values for all scor-
ing algorithms on this dataset indicate that the ProphetNet
model performs rather well in generating natural-sounding,
human-like questions.

We also note that the “Answerability” scores are often
significantly higher than the “Correctness” scores indicat-
ing that though the answer is present in the passage, our RC
module is unable to correctly extract the same. In this regard,
model tuning for ensuring round-trip consistency (match be-
tween the answer cues in QG with the answers generated by
RC) needs further investigation (Alberti et al. 2019).

Method Ans Flu Rel Corr
RAB dataset

PaintTeR 0.943 0.933 0.837 0.897
WN-BL 0.899 0.896 0.726 0.865
LO-BL 0.924 0.927 0.659 0.875

GCG dataset
PaintTeR 0.500 0.698 0.510 0.510
WN-BL 0.469 0.656 0.458 0.427
LO-BL 0.438 0.583 0.385 0.406

Table 6: Human Evaluation results. Ans: Answerability, Flu:
Fluency, Rel: Relevance, Corr: Correctness

Overall, the expert annotation scores on the GCG dataset
are lower than the crowd-annotated scores obtained for RAB.
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While the best scores for RAB are, on average, closer to
“1” indicating that most annotators choose “Yes”, the best
scores are closer to “0.5”, on average, for the GCG dataset,
indicating that “Acceptable” was the common choice. This
difference in overall scores between the two datasets is prob-
ably indicative of what an expert perceives as fluent or art-
centered compared to an “average person” since the writing
styles of both sets of articles were similar from our exami-
nation. We hope to gain more insights on this aspect through
a user study after ArtQuest is deployed.

Collectively, our results suggest that a reasonable per-
forming, interactive interface can be designed using QG and
RC modules for simple pedagogical contexts.

Related Work
We refer our readers to recent survey articles for an overview
on the challenges, existing approaches, as well as evaluation
metrics for the question generation and reading comprehen-
sion tasks (Pan et al. 2019; Zeng et al. 2020). For QG specif-
ically, building on early research with attention and the ba-
sic encoder-decoder setup (Zhou et al. 2018), recent works
have started exploring transformers (Chan and Fan 2019),
variational encoders (Lee et al. 2020), reinforcement learn-
ing (Wang et al. 2020b), semantic information (Pan et al.
2020) and future n-gram prediction (Qi et al. 2020). How-
ever, research addressing content selection and answer un-
aware QG is still preliminary with some previous works em-
ploying supervision for training an answer span selection
module alongside QG (Du and Cardie 2017; Subramanian
et al. 2018) or by simply treating noun phrases and named
entities as potential answer cues for QG (Lewis, Denoyer,
and Riedel 2019; Kumar et al. 2019).

In contrast, we are the first to exploit content selection for
QG through unsupervised, PageRank-style approaches. Pre-
viously, PageRank was employed on word graphs for solv-
ing keyphrase extraction, summarization and emotion detec-
tion (Wan and Xiao 2008; Mihalcea and Tarau 2004; Rozen-
shtein, Gollapalli, and Ng 2020).

Conclusions
We presented PaintTeR, our novel, graph-based algorithm
for scoring art-centeredness of text spans. We also showed
how a lexicon of words highly associated with painting ar-
ticles can be extracted automatically using distant supervi-
sion. Our experiments illustrate the effectiveness of Paint-
TeR in enabling art-centered QG for use in ArtQuest, our
game-style interface for gallery visitors.

Our proof-of-concept ArtQuest prototype illustrates the
practicality of building simple conversation support around
artworks using zero context-specific training data and har-
nessing existing ‘off-the-shelf’ QG and RC modules and
instead fine-tuning the input. Going forward, we will ex-
plore incorporating ArtQuest’s QG capabilities to enhance
our Arthena chatbot and conduct user studies to evaluate it
in operation. Given our low-resource context, we also would
like to study some recent approaches such as data augmenta-
tion (Alberti et al. 2019), few-shot learning (Lewis, Denoyer,

and Riedel 2019; Chen et al. 2020) and reinforcement learn-
ing using feedback from user studies (Wang et al. 2020b).

In this work, we only explored extractive questions whose
answers can be found in the accompanying passages. In
GLAM contexts however, abstractive questions that require
reasoning from multiple passages (Mitra 2017) and reflec-
tive questions on artistic elements (“Can you imagine your-
self...” or “Why do you think this color...” ) that trigger fur-
ther perspectives for examining artworks form exciting re-
search challenges for future investigation.
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